In his Ph.D. thesis, Lether [4] proved various theorems about this type of cubature. In particular, he proved the following theorem: Let B ~p,q, [5] 
where (l)

I. Introduction
Sard's kernel theorems [5] concern the result of applying a bounded linear functional to an appropriate Taylor expansion. The smoothness assumed for the functions determines the Taylor expansion, which in turn determines a norm on the function space. This norm, of course, defines which linear functionals are bounded.
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norm on the partial derivatives off. In order to have sharp inequalities, the Lx norm is then used for the Sard kernels. In the cross-product rule case, the expressions (2) for the kernels in (1) have the special property that only three different kernels, K~"°(x), K°'q(y), and KP'q(x, y), are really involved. For many quadrature rules, the norms of the first two have been tabulated by Stroud and Secrest [7] . In general the norms of these two kernels dominate the norm of the third kernel.
Computer Results for Cross-Product Cubatures
Let G~. be the two-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature on [--1, 1]. We consider the cubature G2 X G2 on Figure 1 shows contour plots of the two-dimensional kernel K p'q for various p and q and (a, /3). The shaded regions indicate where the kernel functions are positive. Severe discontinuities occur at the boundaries of these regions. These sketches rule out symmetry properties which might be expected from the definition of the kernels.
Discontinuities along lines x = x~ or y = y~, where (x~, y~) is a cubature node, are common. A proper choice of the parameters a and ~ can result in continuous kernel functions or, in some cases, continuous and positive. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the effect of changing (a,/~). The surface is K2'2(x, y) for G1 × G~. .576 (-6) .310 (-11) G5 )< G5 p=q=l .683 .3112 p=q=5
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By an isometric view we mean a distance-preserving, three-dimensional view drawn by the computer. . This step size was chosen since it gives a good picture of the surface without using too much computer time. The functional values are stored as a matrix. PSARD then calls SARFUS, which edits the data; i.e. checks for errors and does horizontal and vertical scaling and rotation of the view, if desired. It calls ISOMET and several other subroutines, which actually generate the driving program for the plotter. PSARD creates four views of the surface. Often all four views were needed to "see" the surface due to its discontinuities. Table I gives L1 norms of one-and two-dimensional kernels for cross-product Legendre-Gauss rules. To simplify the calculations a and ~ are chosen to be zero. 
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Q,~ and Qs, respectively, then QR × Qs is the crossproduct rule with remainder R @ S, and Q~ @ Qs is the blending-function cubature with remainder R × S.
Computer Results for Efficient Cubatures and for Best Cubatures
For cubatures Zkr~--I wkf(Xk, yk) that are not crossproduct rules, the more general Sard kernel theorem [5, p. 200 ] is used. For the integration functional fkl f~-l, the following kernels are involved: 
We apply (3) to a 14-point precision seven formula due to Franke [3] . An efficient cubature is a cubature in which the weights and nodes are chosen so as to integrate exactly a maximal number of the lowest order monomials. Franke's cubatures are constructed so as to be more efficient than known cubatures with the same number of nodes. Iff~n' is continuous for i and j such thati+j= 6, p = q = 3, then where bounds on the L1 norms of the seven kernels required are given in the first part of Figure 6 depicts K 3'3 multiplied by 10 "a. A second 14-point precision seven formula with nodes outside the square by Franke is given below. Bounds for the kernels are given in the second part of (-1,1,0)   (-1,-1,0) ( --3) .630 (--3) (1,-1,0) exactly the representers of the point functionals corresponding to the cubature's nodes. In Table III, [, iWj=8 where bounds on the LI norms of the seven kernels required are given in the first part of Table III . Figure 7 depicts K 4'4 multiplied by 103.
